Policy for use of services
We remind users that, according to the laws in force, domains (including any restricted area) must not
include pages with material or extract thereof which:
• offends public order and morals,
• disturbs public or private peace,
• causes offence to others or harms anyone directly or indirectly,
• violates or infringes directly or indirectly the Italian laws in force;
In more serious cases such pages will be directly reported to the competent Authorities.
In particular, by way of example only, the following are not accepted:
-

pages with material relating to paedophilia (sexual feelings or acts directed toward children);

web pages which contain pornographic material or extract thereof, that is sexually explicit material
represented through any means of expression (text, images, scanning, videos, animated gif, etc.); such
material can only be published in specific restricted areas created by the website owner and available only
to adults through the use of a password provided by the owner of the website once the age of the applicant
has been verified: limitations of liability such as "by entering this website you confirm you are of legal age",
"access to this website is restricted to persons over the age of 18" or similar warnings are considered
inadequate control measures as such disclaimers have no legal value.
pages with racist or offensive content, such as praises and/or celebrations of all those inclinations
which favour or produce social discriminations or which consider race as a decisive factor in the progress of
society and therefore forbid relationships with other races, considered an inferior race, through
discrimination or in extreme cases violence, persecution and extermination. Moreover it is forbidden to
include pages with religious, political or philosophical provocations etc. which cause intolerance,
sectarianism and extremism;
pages which contain viruses or harmful components, pirate software, cracks, keygenerators, serials,
applications with the purpose of damaging the integrity of resources or that contribute to actions aimed at
violating or attempting to violate the confidentiality of private messages (virus and the like will be deleted
directly by the servers);
pages containing material or extract thereof protected by trade-mark, patent, copyright (for example:
music or multimedia files, protected by copyright, etc. Entering mp3 files will only be permitted if the user
is the legal owner of the piece of music/song as author or publisher) or other legal or customary right of
third parties, except with the express written consent of the owner of such right and in any case quoting its
source.
Furthermore the users are obliged to accept and follow the conditions of use for network resources set out
in the 'Netiquette' document and published on the website of the Italian Naming Authority.

